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Abstract 

 

Technology non-use or active resistance towards technology is a pertinent issue in Human 

Computer Interaction, especially when we contemplate the ongoing changes regarding the  

concept of usability. By combining  Theory of Practice and Theory of Materiality with Theory 

of Affect this thesis explores the resistance towards online streaming music technology among 

music enthusiasts devoted to vintage Vinyl music culture and also takes an effort to understand 

any possible effect of this voluntary non-use on the digital music industry. Qualitative research 

analysis is employed on ten in-depth semi structured interviews showing that material aspects and 

nostalgia, create an individualistic image and passion for record collection; furthermore, these 

aspects play a role behind the choice of non-use of online music technology. 
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Non-use of streaming music technologies 

1. Introduction 
 

Recent years have seen the remarkable revival of some analog vintage musical 

technologies and the vinyl record is one of those. The historical trajectory of the LP vinyl record 

is quite a long one. It was introduced in 1948 and reached the height of its popularity in the 1970s, 

but since the 1980s has been replaced by the audiotape and especially by the digital CD (Millard, 

2005). Presently we are living at the pinnacle stage of digital music streaming technologies such 

as Spotify, Tidal, Sound Cloud, Pandora etc. They have online storage of million of tracks and 

users can get access to those tracks through a paid or free subscription. Currently, Spotify is the 

popular and mostly used streaming service. Being launched in 2008 now has over 7 million users 

in six European countries. Spotify has a huge library of over 8 million tracks, allowing users to 

freely choose tracks they wish to listen to and to seek within tracks. The service is offered in two 

versions: a free version with the advertisement, and a premium, pay-per-month, version which is 

advertisement-free. The premium version includes some extra features such as the option to 

stream music at a higher bitrate and to synchronize playlists for offline usage. Both versions of 

the service allow unlimited streaming, and a large number of users are subscribe to the free 

version. The music catalog is the same for both free and premium users with the exception of 

some pre-releases exclusive to premium users. (G.Kretiz & F.Niemela , 2010 ,p:1) 

Amidst of this streaming craze, Nielson the global marketing research firm, made a 

statement that 2015 was the year of highest record sale of LP (Nielson , 2016) and the trend also 

caught the attention of Forbes magazine, which in January 2016 published an article entitled 

“Vinyl sales have grown for 10 years straight”_ and stated: In 2015, independent record stores 
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accounted for 45 percent of all vinyl sales. CDs sales failed to emulate vinyl's success, falling 

from 141 million in 2014 to 126 million in 2015 (Niel, 2016). Such incredible development in 

vinyl record business also gives a boost to the traditional debate between music enthusiasts who 

actively resist the digital streaming experience and those that choose the digital streaming as an 

affordable and convenient investment. A common argument from the critics is that digital sounds 

too perfect and cold as opposed to its warm, organic sounding analog counterpart. (Thorén & 

Kitzman, 2015). Moreover, the use of vinyl record not only concerns the old age or nostalgic 

listeners anymore.  Author David Hayes has shown by conducting a qualitative analysis focused 

on musical attachment that dead medias like vinyl records and turntables have come back into use 

in  more wider consumption practice as young audiophiles are adopting them in a manner of 

expressing active and  considered resistance towards the latest capitalist trend of   music 

consumption culture and thus to enhance their personal agency (Hayes, 2007 as cited in 

Magaudda, 2011, p:14). 

To draw a legitimate outline on this situation, this paper explores the non-use/ technology 

resistance towards Spotify and similar digital streaming technologies among the devotees of vinyl 

records as surprisingly vinyl has gained its popularity again. Applying a combination of Theories 

of Practice and Materiality with Theory of Affect  to an empirical study of ten in-depth semi 

structured interviews and collected data from different music forums this paper asks: 

1. Why the non-users are showing active resistance towards streaming music 

technology and are the growing consumption of vinyl music a consequence of this 

voluntary non-use ?  

2. What is the effect of such non-use on the digital music technology advancement? 
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The paper will combine theories of practice and materiality with affect theory to get a 

broad view of non-user’s practice around dematerialized music technologies and consumer 

behavior towards musical material objects and technologies. 

This thesis is structured as follows.The next section is titled as “research around 

non-use’’,in this section this thesis has discussed the conventional idea about technology non-use, 

the definition of digital divide, the assumption of conquering digital divide from sociopolitical 

aspects, the idea of different non-use, the definition of active non-use, importance of studying 

non-use and so on. All these issues have been discussed with the references of multiple research 

journals on this field.The consecutive section entitled “theoretical framework”, explains three 

different theories, they are Theory of Practice,Theory of Materiality and Theory of Affect, with 

the references of  journals by several social theorists and anthropologists and also have mentioned 

how these theories are going to be applied on later.  

Thereafter the section “research design”describes the structure of the research and also 

explains the reason behind using qualitative analysis instead of quantitative analysis along with an 

illustrated idea of validity, reliability of qualitative research. After that in the section “Data 

collection and analysis”, it has been discussed how the qualitative analysis and data collection are 

conducted.In this section coding has also discussed and aggregated into three broad 

categories.Hence in the next section “Findings and Discussions” these three categories are 

analyzed in the light of three theories which are mentioned earlier. The thesis is lastly followed 

by a discussion on strengths and limitations of this research, suggestion for further research as this 

one is conducted in a limited context and conclusion. 
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2. Research around non-use 
 

Technological non-use has generally been inferred in the premises of loss or inadequacy. 

It means that non-users of a distinct technology, such as the Internet, are recognised as shortfall in 

points of  competency, intelligence or socioeconomic capability and opportunity (Cushman and 

Klecun, 2006). The adoption of information and communications technology (ICT) has been 

regarded by several critics as the foundation of the social and economic development of 

nation-states all through the earlier stages of 21st century (Selwyn , 2004). The skill to operate 

ICT has been presaged as the vital commitment to modern life by the politicians and an integral 

condition of emancipation in the universal information age (Wills , 1999 , p: 10). It is notified by 

several academic critics that individuals can be capacitated by ICT(DAllesandro & Dosa , 2001) 

and ICT can  also raised levels of socialization activity  and civic involvement (Katz et al. , 2001). 

Yet such passion for ICT has been alleviated by the concern of disparity in approaches to both 

technology and information have started an immediate entanglement about arising digital divides 

between social groups. Hence the 1990s experienced the inception of dominant political debate 

over ‘information haves’ and ‘information have-nots’ (Wresch , 1996), ‘information and 

communication poverty’ (Balnaves et al. , 1991), and most widely  the digital divide (BECTa, 

2001 ; Jurich , 2000 ; Parker , 2000). The US Department of Commerce has defined the concept 

digital divide, the definition is simple and strong: 

 [Some individuals] have the most powerful computers, the best telephone service, and 

fastest Internet service, as well as a wealth of content and training relevant to their lives . . 

. Another group of people doesn't have access to the newest and best computers, the most 

reliable telephone service or the fastest or most convenient Internet services. The 
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difference between these two groups is …the Digital Divide. (US Department Of 

Commerce , 2000)  

Such binary approach  has twisted  the concept of  Digital Divide/non-use into a candid matter, 

that the disparities supposedly pretended attainable via  accommodating ICT facilities to the 

information have not s (Devine , 2001; Edwards Johnson , 2000). But according to researcher 

Niel Selwyn ,such conception of non-use of technology through the contrary idea of 

technologically ‘have access’ and ‘have not access’ individuals is an immature analysis and for 

the welfare of distant future  it is required to look ahead from such polemic idea of digital divide 

to obtain a pragmatic view of non-use in the information age.Besides, ICT is an  umbrella  term 

which a comprises of not only computer, hardware or software but also other digital media such 

as mobile, CDRom s, etc. so the assumption of digital divide also must run separately through the 

technologies. (Selwyn , 2004) 

Meanwhile, we also should not synonymize “access to ICT” with “use of ICT”, as access 

to ICT does not intend use of ICT. Similarly, use of ICT does not necessarily stand for 

worthwhile use of ICT or something that could be called as commitment instead it can be 

introduced as a simple use ,where the ‘user’ exercise a degree of authority and preference over the 

technology and its content, and that leads to a context,implication, and utility for the individual 

concerned (Bonfadelli , 2002 ; Silverstone , 1996). Professor Garnham and researchers Jung et al. 

have also argued in their respective research papers that Engagement/connectedness with ICT is 

merely concerned with issues of access and ownership but more about how people develop 

relationships with ICTs and how they are capable of making use of the social resources which 

make access useable (Garnham , 1997 ; Jung et al. , 2001). 
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Researcher Dourish and professor Satchell in their research paper “Beyond the user: use 

and non-use in HCI” make it a strong point by explaining that non-use is not a vacancy; it is not 

even an adverse space. Non-use is, usually active, meaningful, motivated, considered, structured, 

specific, nuanced, directed, and productive  (Dourish & Satchell , 2009).In the same paper, they 

have divided non-use into six different forms and active resistance is one of them. Active 

resistance is important in regards of understanding this refusing attitude of users towards 

particular technologies. Dourish and Satchell define active resistance is the kind of non use which 

is being acted in a protesting manner to accept a technology in active and voluntary ways. 

Researchers have also mentioned that not the shortfall to follow or lack of action instead 

several considered intentions such as concerns over personal life, an inclination for substitute 

presence of communication and commitment, a political stand regarding corporate or state 

authority, educational, environmental or health deliberations all are playing active logics at the 

heels of such resistance. (Dourish & Satchell , 2009).  

Professor Eric P. S. Baumer has explained the reason that  why more importance is needed 

to put on researching non-use related to technology. He said research  on non-use reveals tacit 

presumption about non-users.Besides, considering the socio-cultural situation and implications of 

several forms of non-use along with their different types of non-users, aids to get a perception of 

complex sociotechnical systems in depth. In such a way,prudent attention on technology non-use 

may benefit with looking ahead of HCI’s (Human Computer Interaction) standard idea regarding 

use and users and conceivably also can propose   an excuse to review the basic understanding of 

the nature of this field  (Baumer , Ames , Brubaker , Burrell , & Dourish , 2014 , p:66). 
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Studying technology non-use is not as methodological and traditional as studying technology use 

because technology non-use is not as discernible to be documented like the way that use is. So to 

study non-use, approaches need to be unique.According to Baumer  practice based approach may 

help to expand the opportunity to analyze the outlook of non-use. He said in practise  non-use still 

not as infinite as term may offer but hardly  express any binary contrary between use and non-use. 

He refers the example of amish society that even though they are known for their resentment 

towards modern technology depended lifestyle, yet do not abandon the use of information 

technology solely, instead they pick selectively what reconciles with their cultural and religious 

beliefs. In such way, non-use might been inferred not as status,where a person is needed to be 

identified by either as a user or a non-user instead as a gradually mediated  practise (Baumer , 

Ames , Brubaker , Burrell , & Dourish , 2014 , p:54). 

So in this thesis, non-use is going to be explored as the non-use of streaming music  in 

respect to active resistance, but the paper will also focus if the non-users are picking this non-use 

voluntarily. As Baumer has said a practice approach could be helpful to understand non-use, in 

the section “finding and discussions” the paper has discussed the findings in the light of  Theory 

of Practice with the aspect of Theory of Materiality and Theory of Affect. Using of social media 

and alike technologies are generally assume as an addiction, so as  this thesis is investigating the 

reasons for non-use of  online streaming music,so it is also going to focus on whether the 

non-users are exercising an agency or giving up an agency through their refusing attitude 

towards this technology (Baumer , Ames , Brubaker , Burrell, & Dourish , 2014 , p:66). 
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3. Theoretical  Framework 
 

The paper has decided to apply a combination of Theory of Practice, Theory of Materiality 

and Theory of Affect, based on the data collected. As the collected data is showing an inclination 

towards the materialistic feel and aftereffect. 

3.1 Theory of Practice 

According to Researcher Dougherty  Theory of Practice is a theory that discuss about 

social beings , their contrastive intentions  and how with these diverse intentions they transform 

their surrounding world. (Dougherty , 2004).  This theory first came into focus by French 

sociologist and anthropologist Pierre Bourdieu. In his book Outline of a Theory of Practice, he 

mentioned the term ‘habitus’ to explain the constitution of practice. He described ‘habitus’ as 

“the permanent internalization of the social order in the human body” (Bourdieu , 1977, p:124). 

Bourdieu believed ‘habitus’ is a set of bodily dispositions that an individual adopts over time 

through social creations, recreations, interactions, and tradition. (Bourdieu , 1977 as cited in 

Dougherty , 2004). Professor Sherry Ortner said Theory of Practice investigates and defines the 

conjunction lies between mortal actions and  the social system(Ortner , 1984 , p: 148). She 

believed social politics dominates human practice, as she referred” the study of practice is after all 

the study of all forms of human action, but from a particular political angle” (Ortner , 1984 , 

p:149). Social theorists Anthony Giddens, Jean Lave have also supported Bourdieu’s view on 

practice and offered distinct definitions of  practice.To both of these two authors, practice is not 

reciprocal to singular motion; instead it is a communal platform where activities are discussed 

conjointly.  
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According to Giddens (1984), practice is the intermediary process and aftermath of 

elementary structures that inspire respectives’ understandings of analysis and assessment, which 

also influence, their actions. In such a way, practice is divided in common community by people 

and its generation and continuation is a mutual achievement.  

According to  Lave (1988), the concept of practice is a interceded structure in which 

individual’s motives of action are dependent on precise constructional conditions of their own 

making. Hence, practice is a communal territory which is shared in mutual by members of a 

society (as cited in Leonardi , 2012 , p:16). Theory of Practice and Theory of Materiality have a 

relaient  interconnection.  

Researchers such as Paolo Magaudda and Paul M.Leonardi  both have discussed 

materiality in aspect of practise in their respective journals. Leonardi has named this 

interconnection with two terms as Sociomateriality and  Sociomaterial Practice. According to 

Leonardi Sociomateriality is a representation of a particular set of actions that mingle materiality 

with all social phenomenon such as institution, communication etc and  Sociomaterial Practice is 

the concept in which individual’s  numeral independent choices are overlapped with  material 

agency(Leonardi , 2012 , p:27). Magaudda has explained demateriality of  digital technology by 

adopting an aspect of digital music consumption practice(Magaudda ,2011, p:16). As this thesis is 

also investigating  the use of analog music and rapid growth of its record sales, so collection of 

record is also an important point to discuss.  

According to Professor Roy Shuker, Collection of record is  a social practise, as the 

attributes and inclination expressed by the collectors are social activities.(Shuker , 2010 , p:1). So 
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in this thesis Theory of Practice is going to be applied on the collected data in aspect of  ‘habitus’, 

Sociomaterial Practice, consumer practise and record collection. 

3.2 Theory of Materiality 

Each field of research has its own way to explain materiality. However, from the simple 

way of understanding materiality can be defined as a physical aspect of a thing. But on the other 

hand, materiality has the potential that is associated with non physical matter.  

           To defy materiality anthropologist Daniel Miller has said “it needs to encompass both 

colloquial and philosophical uses of this term”(Miller , 2005 , p.4). This paper is looking towards 

materiality in the field of digital media and music, so materiality would be discussed according to 

that. As far as digital media is discussed, it is concerned with information technology. In this 

technological field, materiality is discussed in a non-physical manner. As Professor Paul. M. 

Leonardi has explained that materiality is not something entirely related to the tangible elements 

out of which a technology is made and it is not even a synonym to physicality, rather when we 

say materiality, we actually refer to the approach of arranging its physical/digital materials into 

particular forms that they can sustain beyond the  diversity in place and time. Such definition 

recommends that the advantage of the term materiality is that it describes all those fundamental 

countenance of a technology, that are accessible to all the users in the equal measure (Leonardi , 

2012 , p.7). 

In music, materiality has gone through a continuous transformation over time. 

Consumption of music has been changed physically from LP records to cassettes to CDs. 

Currently the trend is to consume music through the  digital media such as online digital 
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streaming music channels, iTunes etc. So the question could arise-With digitizing  is  materiality 

of music still valid? In response to that Professor Georgina Born has said 

 ...beyond the visual and artefact-centrism that characterizes theories of art and material 

culture, music indicates that there need not be a physical artefact or a visual object or 

symbol at the centre of the analysis of materiality, mediation and semiosis. Indeed, music 

has its own particular material and semiotic properties. Musical sound is 

non-representational, non artifactual and algogenic. (Born , 2011, p.377) 

So Born’s observation is supporting the idea of de-materiality of music digitalization. Professor 

Paolo Magaudda has also explained the similar view towards the materiality of digital music. 

According to Magaudda the concept dematerialization does not mean loss of materiality. Instead 

it is the reconfiguration of materiality and consumer practise (Magduda , 2011, p:16). Portability, 

or accessibility, is one of the greatest feature of digital music and also the center topic of 

materiality 

culture. This thesis is focused on digital music industry, so Theory of Materiality is going to be 

applied to the collected data in aspect of de-materiality, physical materiality, material culture and 

material agency.  

3.3 Theory of Affect 

The theory of affect helps to explain different emotions that human being feels about their 

surroundings. Social Theorist Brian Massumi gave an explanation of affect in the section“Notes 

on the Translation and Acknowledgements” of the book ‘A Thousand Plateaus’ by the authors 

Gilles Deleuze and  Felix Guattari, that feelings are personal and emotions are social. But affect 
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are prepersonal so that affect cannot be synonymized with feelings (Massumi , 1987 as cited in 

Shouse , 2005 , p:1). 

Prepersonal means it  is such an emotion that correlates one observational  phase to 

another and in such a way by adding or deducting the experiential phases it hints an individual to 

act. Researchers  have been researched on affect from different aspects such as art, religion, 

psychiatry, emotion, beauty, nostalgia and so on. But as this thesis is looking into a vintage 

technology like vinyl , so here theory of affect is going to be discussed  from the aspect of 

emotion , beauty and nostalgia.  

Social theorist John Heron’s work on the phenomenology of social encounter  has 

expressed the relationship of  affect with learning/action, which supports  Massumi’s  idea of 

prepersonal affect. According to Heron’s idea of social encounter, he has explained that 

individual’s subconscious has four primary modes of psyche, they are affective, imaginal, 

conceptual, and practical. He relates each mode with two processes, such as the affective mode 

with  feeling and emotion, the imaginal mode with intuition and imagery, the conceptual mode 

with reflection and discrimination and the practical mode with intention and action. Each of these 

modes includes two polarity functions individuality and participatory. From four modes of psyche 

arise four ways of knowing, they are experiential, presentational, propositional, and practical. 

Heron said, experiential state relates with feeling, presentational state relates to imaginal patterns, 

propositional state relates with intellectual description and practical state is related to practice a 

skill. Each state of knowing lies between two modes of psyche,one is more prime than other one. 
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Figure1: John Heron’s Conceptualization of Modes of Psyche and Ways of Knowing 

Note: This figure is adapted from Feeling and Personhood (Heron , 1992), Figure 2.2 (p: 20) and 

Figure 8.3 (p: 174) as cited in (Yorks & Kasl , 2002 , p: 183). 
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Heron has put this relationship in a pyramid configuration and named it ‘up hierarchy’,that 

means each layer of knowing is rooted into another layer, and in such a way an experiential 

knowing grows in affective and imaginal modes of psyche  and travels through feeling and 

emotion, intuition, and imagery to become an action (Heron , 1992 , as cited in Yorks &  Kasl , 

2002 , p: 182 , 183). Hence Heron’s proposed Conceptualization of Modes of Psyche and Ways of 

Knowing show how an experience can eventually become a practice in any individual. 

According to researchers Thomas Armstrong and Brian Detweiler-Bedell  beauty  is  the 

finest reflection to animate emotional experience. To establish a link between beauty and 

constructive emotion, researchers emphasized on dimensional approach of core affect (Armstrong 

& Bedell , 2008 , p:306).Core affect refers to all the affective feelings that are components of each 

cognitive states of human mind. The term ‘core affect’ is first used by researchers James A. 

Russell and Lisa Feldman Barrett (Russell &  Barrett , 1999 , p: 808). 

Dimensional approach is a generic approach to understand beauty,that insists on the 

bottom-up components common to all emotional states. Using these two approaches, Armstrong 

and Bedell argued that beauty an emotion that is different than any other emotion in such a way 

that it does not contain any behavioural goals rather it expresses an overall intellectual goals 

which is more philosophical. So to understand beauty, having intellect on it is not enough, it also 

requires coherent activity(Armstrong & Bedell , 2008 , p: 312).  

Nostalgia is a concept that is related to past incidents. As this thesis is looking into sound 

media, so nostalgia will be discussed in terms of technostalgia. The concept Technostalgia has 

been used for analysing vintage sound media and also to address the inclination  towards such old 

and analog technology (Pinch & Reinecke , 2009 , as cited in Bolin , 2016 , p: 256). About 
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technostalgia Professor Göran Bolin has said, this concept does not only reflect the grief for the 

replaced technology itself but also the gradual loss of tangible materiality related to that 

technology. In his opinion,that loss in terms of materiality is the actual cause  for nostalgia and 

this type of  nostalgia is social,as to remember the past moments regarding such media an 

individual searches for like minded people who also had lived that time and bitten with the same 

nostalgic remembrance( Bolin , 2016 , p: 256). 

In the next section the  research design of this thesis will be discussed. In regards to that, 

the paper will talk about qualitative research method, research validity, reliability, data collection 

and coding. 

 

 4. Research Design 

This paper uses qualitative research methods as a medium to collect data. To support 

qualitative research method, interviews have been conducted among ten people who have actively 

chosen to not use streaming music technologies, and instead consumer of LP records or using 

both parallelly. The paper also has looked into three different music forums and selected thirty 

different opinions of audiophiles on streaming vs analog music technologies. Finally, a qualitative 

analysis has been done on all the collected data. 

4.1 Qualitative Research 

Qualitative research methods were developed in the social sciences to enable researchers 

to study social and cultural phenomena. Examples of qualitative methods are action 

research, case study research, and ethnography. Qualitative data sources include 
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observation and participant observation (fieldwork) , interviews and questionnaires, 

documents and texts, and the researcher’s impressions and reactions. (Myers , 1997 , p: 2)  

Researcher Michael Quinn Patton defines qualitative research is a “real world setting [where] the 

researcher does not attempt to manipulate the phenomenon of interest” (Patton , 2001 , p: 39). 

Sociologists Anselm Leonard Strauss and Juliet Corbin define qualitative research as kind of 

research that produces findings that does not quantify by means of statistical procedures (Strauss 

& Corbin , 1990 , p: 17). 

Though quantitative research is an established and popular method to study natural 

phenomenon, but it only allows the researcher to adapt him/ herself with the problem to study and 

possibly generate a hypothesis to be tested (Golafshani , 2003 , p: 1). Whereas, qualitative 

research empowers the researcher with such interpretive approach like face to face conversation 

and observation that helps the researcher to understand people and their social and institutional 

context in which they are living. 

In the book “Evaluating the Organizational Impact of Healthcare Information Systems”, 

Professors  Bonnie Kaplan and Joseph Maxwell stated that the “goal of qualitative research is 

understanding issues or particular situations by investigating the perspectives and behavior of the 

people in these situations and the context within which they act” (Kaplan &  Maxwell , 1994 , p: 

30) and they also argue on the specific point that the noble intention of understanding a 

phenomenon from the viewpoint of participants is largely failed when the textual data becomes 

quantified (as cited in Mayers , 1997 , p: 2).  

According to researchers Giorgio Cattoretti (1992) & Elliot Mishler (1990), some aspects 

of human experience cannot be understood through reductionist measures.(as cited in Angen , 
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2000 , p: 378). These all play strong reasons behind using a qualitative method instead of the 

quantitative method for this thesis, as the thesis is investigating a distinctive human behavior 

(active resistance) within non-use domain towards a particular technology “digital music 

streaming “where it is very important to observe participants in their convenient territory to 

understand this particular rejection. The interpretive approach of qualitative research allows it.  

According to Maxwell “certainty in scientific theory is futile”(Maxwell , 1990), although 

an underneath competition always exists between these two methods since after qualitative 

research has gained its popularity in the scientific community regarding the question of research 

validity and reliability. Qualitative researchers interpret a phenomenon from the variety of 

understandings and corresponding types of validity. Not having a single standard for ensuring the 

validity of research has always been criticized by the patrons of quantitative research, as 

quantitative research has quantitative measurement, control over validity threats and formal 

testing of the hypothesis (Maxwell , 1992 , p: 279).  

According to sociologists  David L.Altheide and John M. Johnson, reliability is the 

stability of findings, whereas validity represents the truthfulness of findings (Altheide & Johnson , 

1994 as cited in Whittemore , Chase , & Mandel , 2001, p: 523). Researchers have different 

opinion around testing reliability of qualitative research, as reliability is also a concept that used 

for evaluating quality of quantitative research, that serves the “purpose of explaining”, but in 

qualitative study to defy quality the term reliability refers to the purpose of “generating 

understanding” (Stenbacka , 2001 as cited in Golafshani , 2003 , p: 601).  

According to Professor Nahid Golafshani, “the difference in purposes of evaluating the 

quality of studies in qualitative and quantitative research is one of the reasons that the concept of 
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reliability is irrelevant in qualitative research” (Golafshani , 2003 , p: 601). Professor  Caroline 

Stenbacka has also argued that “the concept of reliability is even misleading in qualitative 

research. If a qualitative study is discussed with reliability as a criterion, the consequence is rather 

that the study is no good” (Stenbacka , 2001 , p: 552) Professors Yvonna S. Lincoln and Egon 

G.Guba, came up with some more quality paradigms for qualitative research such as credibility, 

neutrality or confirmability, consistency or dependability and applicability or transferability, as 

reliability and validity are the main criteria for quantitative study. They also have addressed 

dependability in qualitative research with a reciprocal impression of reliability in quantitative 

research (Lincoln  &  Guba , 1985 as cited in Golafshani , 2003 , p.601).  

In act of explaining the coherence between validity and reliability Lincoln & Guba state 

that "since there can be no validity without reliability, a demonstration of the former [validity] is 

sufficient to establish the latter [reliability]" (Lincoln & Guba , 1985,  p: 316). Patton also agrees 

that reliability is the consequence of validity in a qualitative study (Patton , 2002 as cited in 

Golafshani , p: 601). 

Validity in the qualitative study has undergone numerous changes. Researchers have given 

a various definition of validity in qualitative research by creating different typology and new 

terminology. Guba & Lincoln argued that the term validity is a quantitative notion and they 

changed the concept’s name with ‘authenticity’ in qualitative research(Guba  &  Lincoln , 1989). 

Maxwell has proposed a typology , that consists of five types of validity, they are descriptive, 

interpretive, theoretical, generalizability and evaluative. 

In spite of all the different techniques and opinions, it is possible to assert that validity of 

qualitative study largely depends on the researcher’s interpretation and understanding of the 
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phenomenon,as anthropologist Harry F.Wolcott has said “understanding is a more important 

concept in qualitative research than validity”(Wolcott , 1990a , p: 146) Professors David Brinberg 

and Joseph E.McGrath have also made it a strong point by stating that “Validity is a commodity 

that cannot be purchased with techniques. Rather validity is like integrity, character, and quality 

to be assessed relative to purposes and circumstances” (Brinberg  &  McGrath , 1985, p: 13). So it 

is researcher’s responsibility to being honest and unbiased while interpreting a phenomenon from 

the participant’s point of view.  

There could be a question arising on how legitimate it is to use the qualitative method to 

study Information Systems research. In support to that Kaplan and Maxwell made an explanation 

that when an information system related research is aiming to study the dynamics of the system 

itself rather than some of its static characteristics like, error rates, timeliness or user satisfaction, it 

is wiser to use qualitative method instead of quantitative, as qualitative method has the strength to 

interpret the underlying meaning and context of a phenomenon, which helps to understand an 

information system’s usefulness from user’s perspective by explaining user’s behavior. 

Moreover, qualitative methods help researchers to come up with a testable hypothesis, by 

investigating the impact of that system on the social context.(Kaplan , Maxwell , 1994, p: 30, 33) 

Which is exactly this thesis is looking into by investigating participant’s behavior and their social 

context. 

4.2 Data Collection & Analysis 

An inductive approach has been used towards data collection. In doing so ten interviews 

have been conducted. Participants were chosen based on their user behavior such as actively 
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choosing to not use streaming music technologies, and instead consume of LP records or use both. 

Among ten participants, six interviewees are from Sweden and other four are from India. 

Initially, the main focus of the investigation is on non-use of Spotify, as it is the most 

consumed digital streaming channel in Europe. But India doesn’t have access to Spotify yet, 

people use the local streaming music channels, so the focus has converted on non-use of digital 

streaming in general. Though most of the data have been collected on Spotify.All the interviews 

have been recorded. Considering research ethics, permission has been asked from the 

interviewees and they were informed that recorded data would only be used for academic 

purposes. 

Data have also been collected through netnography. In doing so the paper has looked into 

four online audiophile forums such as GearSlutz, Vinylmeplease, Vinylengine,Whatsbest and 

selected thirty best opinions of the forum members on vinyl vs streaming discussion. But data 

collected through interviews are  more informative and in depth through the perspective of 

non-use, as each of  the participants been observed in person, on the other hand the data collected 

from netnography  have variety but also very anonymous. 

4.2.1 Coding: 

According to Professor Johnny Saldana “coding is a transitional process between data 

collection and more extensive data analysis". (Saldana , 2009 , p: 4). It means coding is an in 

between the process of data analysis, through which phenomena are transcribed into the simple 

and meaningful act, of the collected textual data. In qualitative analysis, the purpose of coding is 

to put the segmented data into categories to generate observation and to develop a theory(Strauss 

& Corbin,1998).Coding has followed the same purpose here.  
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Following author J.Amos Hatch(2000), initial coding has followed some patterns such as 

similarity, frequency, difference, and correspondence. 

Initial coding starts with following codes 

● Old custom 

● Family Practice 

● Decorative beauty 

● Collection 

● Natural sound 

● Better sound depends on the quality of the machine set up 

● Old records sound better than new records 

● New vinyl records not good as old 

● No ownership 

● Replaceable 

● streaming lacks activity 

● easy access 

● portable 

These initial codes later have been aggregated into three categories or themes: 

● Vinyl: memory, beauty, possession 

● Analog sound vs Materiality 

● Motivation behind non-use of streaming 

In the next section, above mentioned theoretical framework has been used to reflect on 

and discuss the contents of these three categories. 
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5. Findings and discussion 

In this section, findings will be discussed through three categories generated through data 

analysis. The first two categories represent the inspirations behind the use of vinyl, which can  

justify the sudden growth in consumption of vinyl records after ages and discuss the quality of 

analog music in contrast with materiality. The third category expands on motivations and 

practices of non-use. 

5.1 Vinyl: memory, beauty, possession 

An important influence that partly fuels vinyl use is family inheritance.  During 

interviews, five out of ten participants said that they have inherited their first vinyl player that 

belongs to their family and listening to vinyl was a family activity on lazy Sundays. This 

phenomenon can be illustrated through the Theory of Practice. As per Bourdieu’s proposed 

‘habitus’, the human act is a set of bodily disposition which is a communal creation through 

tradition, interaction and social practice of memory (Dougherty, 2004, p: 1). So listening vinyl is 

a culture that interviewees inherit from their family as tradition and they keep practicing it in 

remembrance of that memory.  

Some get the habit by living in that time as the participant “Ejoar” explains: “My family 

had the player. And at that time it was just vinyl available to everyone”. 

Some get influenced by the memory of a time, as the other participant “Jerome” says: “…. 

I grew up seeing the picture of my grandfather's Gramophone's which has huge chest and brass 

tube….”.  
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Both of the statements support the Theory of Practice suggested by Giddens that practice 

is medium and outcome that guides an individual's way of thinking, evaluation, and 

actions.(Giddens , 1984 , as cited in Leonardi , 2012 , p:35).  

From analysis one more interesting fact shows up, that is user’s infatuation for the 

physical beauty of the vinyl player. Some of the participants put the aesthetic beauty of the vinyl 

before the sound.  

 “Ejoar” states, while explaining his opinion on surprising return of vinyl records: “…. 

There are some other thing about vinyl, that makes people buying. It is the form of vinyl, it is 

bigger. It is beautiful. The look that makes people buy not just the sound quality…” 

An audiophile “Enlightened Hand” from the forum gives a more confident statement on vinyl’s 

look, while explaining the craze for vinyl records among young generation: 

The weird thing is that I like the old gear. I like the switches and knobs and big 

transformers and the look of tubes and the way things look very tough, over-sized and 

wellmade and yet the sound of the records that come from those older eras just doesn't do 

it for me… So when I listen to folks wax nostalgic about older recordings and how great 

they sound I never agree. To me hearing that perspective sounds like nostalgic bias or 

ironically modern folks being ultra trendy by imposing old gear and style on their 

appreciation for recorded music. 

Interview participant “Jerome” also states something alike, while explaining his passion for 

Vinyl: 
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….. Vinyl player has an aesthetic look. If you buy a vinyl player and set it up at home it 

looks pretty, so look is main aspect/……/ And vinyl has a hipster image, so people see to 

someone to use vinyl ,they think ‘oh he is a hipster’.... 

To summarize, the inclination towards vinyl is just not because users believe vinyl sounds 

‘authentic’ to their ears, but also for the attraction they feel towards the material beauty of it.As 

Thoren and Kitzmann state that the characteristics often mentioned about the ‘authentic analog 

sound’ by the ‘analog ears’ are not necessarily related to scientific definition of sound,rather seem 

to pointing towards how the object/musical instrument frames the experience of hearing the sound 

where the framed experience is an expression of instrument’s materiality and it’s impression on 

the user (Thoren & Kitzmann , 2015 , p: 16). 

Besides being a user of such an old media connects the individuals with hipster culture, 

which provides them with an individualistic image. As researcher Bjørn Schiermer said “A quest 

for authenticity is laid upon us everytime we engage in forms of personal creative practice” 

(Schiermer , 2013 , p: 169). According to professors Lyle Yorks and Elizabeth Kasl “affect has an 

important role in learning or in adopting a new practice “(Yorks & Kasl , 2002 , p: 189) and 

beauty is an emotion that can be illustrated through the dimensional approach of core affect 

(Armstrong and Bedell , 2008 , p: 313).  

Dimensional approach of core affect and John Heron’s proposed’ Conceptualization of 

Modes of Psyche and Ways of Knowing has a resemblance that both the approaches are 

accordingly pointing towards affect working as a bridge between cognition and motivation that 

eventually drives against interest or affect is an initial level of experience which eventually pushes 

towards an action or learning.(Heron , 1992 , as cited in Yorks , 2002 , p: 183). This theoretical 
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scenario is supporting the above mentioned notion that physical beauty of vinyl is such an 

emotion that is motivating the contemporary music enthusiasts to put up an old practice. It could 

be simplified with an example as one of the forum members “Thomas”  is explaining how a 

practice needs to be learned: 

I have a number of interns working here… They come into the mastering room and we 

listen to vinyl together and they go out and buy more vinyl. They have learned what it 

means to really listen to music for 40+ minutes and not be doing 83 other things at the 

sametime. 

Collection of  records that either comes with inheritance or outcome of a longtime hobby gives 

the owner a pride of possession, has emerged as another reason behind the  vinyl chauvinism. 

Some of the users, acknowledge their collection of records as a beneficiary monetary investment, 

like record shop owner ‘Ejoar’ says “It is collection, it is investment, if I have money I will buy 

more records … and if I sell them 5-6 yrs later I will get more money.” 

On the other hand “Jerome” boosts on the pride that his habit of collecting vintage record, 

gives him an image to his near ones: “The other reason is I like collecting old stuffs ,for that my 

mom calls me a hoarder”. 

Some of the users just love the activities related to buying physical records, as “Chris” 

says: “I like to go shop and come with something physical, read through the lyrics. I don’t get the 

same feeling with streaming that get from buying records. The whole activity about vinyl I like 

about”. 

According to Professor Roy Shuker, record collecting is a social practice and an aspect of 

material culture study (Shuker , 2010 , p: 1, 6). When we say materiality, we actually 
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acknowledge each object we use and interact with. So it is object which is in the locus of material 

culture study, where it is been studied how human action and materiality/object are being 

influenced by each other to carry out social practices (Woodward , 2007, p: 3).  

Collecting records is not a new activity, it always existed since the nineteenth century 

when sound  has become a material product for sale. In 1950s collecting vinyl record was an 

already established hobby. (Shuker , 2010 , p: 3) As we know that history of materiality of music 

has been followed by a continuous change from records to cassettes to CDs to digital streaming, 

and so the nature of consumption. But the practice of collecting records never died, only the area 

of practice became precise with the nature of consumption. With the gradual dissipation the only 

change has happened is that, collectors are collecting not only music, but they are also preserving 

its experiences  according to their agency such as investment or pride or activity. This 

reconfiguration of materiality is giving rise to new consumer practice, which might be seen in the 

continuous growth in sales of vinyl records. 

5.2 Analog sound vs Materiality 

Analog sound refers to audio recorded using methods that simulate the original sound 

waves. To define analog author Florian Cramer states that analog is consists of one or more 

continuous signals that are not divided into discrete, countable units (Cramer , 2013 , p: 9). Vinyl 

records are one of the standards of analog mediums. Vinyl enthusiasts always describe vinyl’s 

sound with different feelings, and they use such terms like ‘warm’, ‘natural’, ‘nostalgic’ to 

describe it. If we look at to the general meaning of materiality, such terms point to the materiality 

of some objects. So a question could be asked why listeners are invoking such words or feeling to 

describe  materiality of musical sound. Researchers Emily Chivers Yochim and Megan Biddinger 
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have given the best possible answer to that question. They argued that by mentioning such human 

characteristics while describing vinyl’s sonic superiority, vinyl enthusiasts are actually 

articulating an abstract relationship between technology and humanity to prove vinyl’s 

authenticity (Yochim & Biddinger , 2008 , p. 183). 

In the theoretical framework, it has been stated that musical sound has its own materiality 

which is non-representational or cannot be described with physical concept of materiality (Born , 

2011 , p. 377). But is it possible to get that non-representational materialistic sound of vinyl 

without the existence of any physical materialistic object? Answers can be found through the 

opinions of audiophiles. 

Participent “Chris” describes his experience with the sound of vinyl record: 

When I am hearing the older records from 70s, they sound a lot warmer. As I have very 

good  setup. But with newer records I don’t feel much difference than CDs…. If the record 

is made for analog then it sounds good on analog player… I remember in UK in a pub 

they were playing 70’s old music on those huge gramophone with huge chest…And that 

sounds absolutely incredible. I think that’s kind of thing as amazing sound. 

Another  participant ‘Ejoar’ explains the reason behind customers’ complain about record’s sound 

quality: 

People say vinyl has more good quality sound, to get that quality you have to have good 

stuffs, good player, good speaker. You can not have max quality on vinyl on used stuffs. 

Like some customer complains they listen vinyl record in the shop it sounds absolutely 

better but it doesn’t sound same at home. 
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One of the members ‘sat159p1’of  forum says: “Vinyl is great, but modern pressing are mostly so 

bad that I prefer "crushed with L1 to -7dbRMS" because I have less distortion here”. 

From the statements of the participants it can be said that, to feel the palpable 

characteristics of vinyl music users need to have good quality vinyl records and a good 

instrumental setup. So physical materiality does matter for vinyl music’s non-representational 

materiality. To understand the dependency first it is needed to understand those non materialistic 

feelings that listeners feel for analog sound. For instance, participant “Chris” has used the term 

‘warmer’ to describe the aesthetic sound of vinyl, what he thinks amazing and only can be 

experienced from old-fashioned vinyl player and the old records. Invoking such term to mention 

something from past is defined as nostalgia by the researchers. According to professor Göran 

Bolin, nostalgia is a precise expression of passion that directs towards past passionate moments.It 

has many forms and the conventional form hints at the cultural preference from past (Bolin , 2016 

,  p: 251). This conventional form of nostalgia leads towards a concept is called Technostalgia 

introduced by the authors Trevor Pinch and David Reinecke and addresses those technologies 

from sound media such as valve amplifiers, vintage musical instruments like vinyl records 

etc.which have been outdated by digital alternatives (Pinch & Reinecke , 2009 , p: 152). 

Technostalgia is not all about mourning for the dead media itself , but also about the loss 

of materiality and activity related to that.People longs for such vintage technologies, not just 

because they are been replaced, but also for the memory related with the gradual disappearing 

tangible materiality of the media, as for vinyl that background noise of the record player, touch of 

the discs or record albums, all these trigger emotional states. So this nostalgia is not a feeling, 

rather it is an emotion and social as well (Bolin , 2016 , p: 256). 
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  A suitable example on Technostalgia is the statement of ‘Swingburn’, a member of 

forum:  

i think that there is no doubt that vinyl as a playback medium imparts it's own signature, 

due to the way the needle flows through the groove. someone once said that 

"overshooting" gives vinyl it's more holographic, tactile sound. I have no idea. 

Another interview participant, “Fredrik” says: “It feels more alive, that gives relaxation like 

lullaby…. I can sit back and enjoy the music, put my hand on record to play and pause.”  

So it is not only analog sound or age or the emotions, but material activity is also a reason behind 

vinyl’s comeback and new generation’s infatuation for vinyl. 

5.3 Motivation behind non-use of streaming 

From the ten interviews conducted, six participants have said they are actively not using 

any digital music streaming technology. They love to listen vinyl and collect vinyl records as 

well.These participants are the standard non-users this thesis is looking for. Their statements  are 

analyzed to understand the motivation behind the non-use activity. The analysis shows quite 

similarities with the suggested reasons behind active technology non-use by Satchell and Dourish. 

According to them the  reasons are ranging from concerns over privacy and control over personal 

information, control over one’s time, a desire for alternative manner of interaction and 

engagement, a political stance concerning corporate or state responsibilities, educational, 

environmental or health considerations are all potential motivations for actively resisting 

technologies ( Satchell & Dourish , 2009 , p: 11). 

 Some statements of the participants and forum members are given below to give a clear 

concept on the situation. 
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Interview participant “Jerome” answered, the reasons behind his active resistance: 

I am a bit paranoid with privacy. Spotify has a option call “private session”, so even when 

they would say they are not tracking everything we do, actually they track. And another 

reason is, Spotify has something call tailored playlist, basically reads what kind of songs 

user usually play and it provides that genre of music to that particular user, so what 

happens that person loses opportunity to explore other music. a cheap trick One more 

reason whatever songs you are downloading from digital streaming sites you don’t own it, 

you can only lease/ renting out them.  Back in days music is something that belongs to you 

and pass it to your next generation. Now you can’t do that, unless and until you be a 

subscriber for whole of your life. I hate that.. I think that’s to make pay you more. 

In his statement the participant has mentioned three specific reasons for his active resistance 

towards streaming technology. They are- lack of privacy and no control over personal 

information,no ownership over collection and corporate monopoly. Earlier in the theoretical 

framework it has been discussed how prepersonal affet encourage an individual to act (Yorks & 

Kasl , 2002 , p: 183). So feeling lack of privacy or ‘paranoia over privacy’ is such a prepersonal 

emotion which encourage the individual to show resistance towards streaming. From the 

perspective of practice theory,a practise needs to be divided among common community so it can 

be continued thorough generation (Giddens , 1984 , as cited in Leonardi , 2012 , p: 16) and 

collection of things is a material activity that interconnected with practice. Which is called 

Sociomaterial practice (Leonardi , 2012 , p: 27).Lack of ownership over collection is  making that 
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practice inactive,as the practice/collection cannot be passed through to later generation for further 

continuation and thus restricting one’s independent choice of material agency which fuels active 

resistance. 

The conventional feature of materiality culture is object portability (Woodward, 2007, p: 

3), but portability seems a reason behind the active resistance towards online  music streaming.  

A member “Kennybro”of the forum, mentions portability is the only policy while criticizing the 

concept of  streaming: 

Spotify is entirely designed around the concept that listeners do not care what the audio 

sounds like, and often what the music sounds like. Easy data portability over the internet is 

king importance. Mindset is also that the content will be replaced by new content 

tomorrow, as trends blow by at lighting speed. 

So this non-user thinks that with easy data portability online streaming is turning its user’s 

practice of listening music into a feeble trend, as the contents are changing with new contents in a 

frequent duration and  in the way music is losing its materiality. In the theoretical framework, 

materiality of an object has been discussed as an approach of arranging  its materials into 

particular forms so that they can sustain diversity in regards of time and place (Leonardi , 2012 , 

p:7). But with online streaming, materiality of music cannot sustain the diversity as the trend is 

changing  along with the new contents. 

The statements above clarify that, the audiophiles who are active non-users of online 

music streaming, their idea of  cultural engagement is old-fashioned. They love the idea of 

physical  presence.To them music is an activity and investment of time. So easy access to the 
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activity, makes the practice less appealing to them, which influences them to keep an outlier 

image. By invoking theoretical framework on the statements from the non-users it can be said that 

technology non-use is not a polemic concept that divided between technologically ‘have access’ 

and ‘have not access’ individuals (Selwyn , 2004). It is not a vacancy that needs to turn into a 

meaningful action rather non-use is active, structured and productive (Dourish & Satchell , 2009) 

where non-users  follow a practice according to their material agency. 

6. Effect of non-use 

Earlier it has been stated that the thesis will discuss the effect of voluntary non-use on the 

digital music technology advancement and will also seek for the relation between growing 

consumption of vinyl and non-use of streaming music technology. In regards to that, during the 

interview all the ten participants have been asked what is that one thing they like about streaming 

music and how they think their habit can affect this technology, as all of them are vinyl music 

enthusiasts and record collectors. 

‘Ejoar’ is a participant and owner of CD and LP record shop and a consumer of both 

streaming and analog music. He gives a very clear explanation about the usefulness of streaming 

(Spotify) and his opinion on the effect of sudden higher consumption of vinyl. 

I can find new stuffs. If I heard a new song I can check at that moment...So the streaming 

sites are good in that point that u can find anything whenever you want..Yeah vinyl’s 

upcoming. That 70%  sale increase of vinyl record is merely 3.3 % of whole record sale. 

Which means nothing. So that booming is not really booming .The only difference is they 

have started making new vinyl.People will never stop streaming.That is because 

technology. 
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Another participant “Chris”, a music lover and user of both streaming and vinyl. He is a kind of 

music enthusiast who loves to collect a physical record of each soft copy he downloads via 

streaming. He explains actually what he likes most about streaming(Spotify), and also explains 

his view on privacy about the user’s practice tracking policy of streaming sites : 

Convenience really. Listen to anytime. If I woke up in the morning or in office some song 

in my head..i can play it , but in the old days for the same thing I had to sync up my phone 

with mp3 player or ipod….. I don’t mind with music. As they are tracking what kind of 

music I listen to.. so I can explore how my listening behavior has been changed for last 12 

years or so….. 

From the above two statements the message indicates that, it is  not necessary to assume that vinyl 

lovers can also not be a streaming music consumer. Even by not being a consumer of any 

streaming channel, one active non-user can still practice his/ her habit by using other means of 

digital forms of music. In this regard, here can be considered the practice of the interview 

participant ‘Jerome’. Jerome is an active non-user of streaming and a huge collector of vinyl 

records. But as the vinyl records are expensive and some singles are rare to find, he also practices 

other ways to collect them. As “Jerome” says: “I buy CDs. I use Youtube. I download songs, 

make my own playlist and save them in my computer and mobile”. 

So the continuous growth in consumption of vinyl music are consequence of voluntary 

non-use,that is a complex conjecture to justify. Because habit does not grow out of a sudden 

choice of technology, a long time of practice, memories and choice of material activity all play an 

important role. Rather this phenomenon can be addressed by the term ‘post-digital’, what 

describes a specific context of information technology that no longer focuses on technical 
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innovation or improvement and also eliminates the difference between old and new media.In 

other words,‘post-digital’ describes new media cultural approaches to work with so called old 

media (Cramer , 2013 , P: 11,12). The situation can be exemplified by the statement of poet 

Kenneth Goldsmith, what he has noted to mention post-digital affinity among his students that 

they  “mix oil paint while Photoshopping and scour ea markets for vintage vinyl while listening 

to their iPods” (Goldsmith , 2011 , p: 226).  

In the age of digital movement it is hard to deny the advantage of data portability. In the 

above statements the users of  music streaming channel are asserted with this advantage of  music 

streaming  instead praising the sound quality of music in there. So it is not a compatible 

comparison between vinyl and streaming, as ‘new objects and devices and old ones are not 

mutually exclusive’ (Magaudda , 2011 , p: 31). Vinyl is praised for its retro sound and physical 

presence but the online streaming is praised because it is convenient and affordable investment ( 

Thoren & Kitzman , 2015). 

Moreover streaming supports de-materiality, which gives the traditional idea of portability 

a new identity. Being a consumer of streaming users need to have a subscription of streaming 

channel to get access to music online via mobile or computer. De-materiality does not synonym to 

zero materiality,  rather de-materiality is the reconfiguration of materiality which gives 

consumption practice a new meaning. By using qualitative analysis focused on new form of 

materiality and practice related to digital music, Magaudda has shown that “music digitalization 

and the dematerialization of musical goods does not mean less materiality and do not imply a less 

relevant social role for material objects within consumption processes”(Magaudda, 2011, p: 16).  
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In support of  Magaudda’s  proposition, here can be considered the opinions of some 

forum members, who have explained how music streaming has been increasing their  materialistic 

consumption of music. “Baldego” a member of the forum explains: “I think I actually buy more 

music as a result of spotify because am able to try stuff out to see if I like it..”. 

Another member Displayname of the  forum, says: 

I have found that I buy MORE music because of Spotify. I listen to an artist on Spotify, I 

like them, I go buy their album. If I wasn't able to easily listen to that artist, I wouldn't 

have bought that album or gone to that show. It has made music discovery easier and more 

broad for me. 

 From the above statements it can be said that what Magaudda has suggested is a fact, even 

though music streaming or consumption of music online is a de-materialistic form of music 

consumption, but it is playing a positive part behind the change in consumer practice of 

materiality.  

Hence the possible reason behind the continuous growth in sales of vinyl record not only 

that non-users of streaming are consuming them, rather there could be a bigger chance that 

consumers of music streaming are also buying records. Because digital streaming does not only 

make music accessible but makes it affordable too. With the digitalization, music has become 

available for everyone , and with online streaming the chance of exploring music even gets higher 

(Mason & Wiercinski , 2002 , p: 8) that people are getting into the habit of listening different 

genres of music and being inspired to collect and practice materiality. 

So now if we have to answer the kind of effect that digital advancement of music can have 

because of active non-users analog practice or for continuous growth in vinyl record sale, then it 
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can only be said that the advancement in both technology are affecting each other in a supportive 

manner, as the aim of these two technologies are so opposite that they cannot be competitors, the 

aim of analog music is to keep up the tradition and authenticity of music, on the other hand from 

beginning of digitalization of music the aim was to make music affordable  and accessible to 

everyone, and with online streaming that motto has become more strong and wide. 

And vinyl is not something that just has come back suddenly, always there were  people 

using vinyl when it  got replaced by cassettes, even it has outlived the era of CDs and iPOD, so 

volunteer non users were always there at the time of each digital transformation, but that could 

not stop the digital progress. So from the perspective of nonusers refusal attitude and growth in 

consumption of analog music, the effect on technical advancement of digital music streaming 

cannot be justified, as both of the technologies have their own places and necessities in social and 

consumer practice. 

7. Strengths & Limitations  

Choosing qualitative analysis as the research process is the strength of this thesis, because 

the interpretive nature of this analysis allows to observe and interact with the research participants 

from closer which helps in meaningful interpretation of the phenomenon. As in case of this thesis, 

in the process of interview researcher got the chance to make an intuitive interaction with the 

participants, which later helped in to understand the nature of the participant’ refusal attitude 

towards a particular form of digital music, biases for analog music and an overall idea on present 

situation of music consumer culture.  

To mention limitation of this thesis is interviews only done within ten participants, among 

them six participants are from Sweden and four other participants are from India. Hence interview 
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data has been collected in perspective of Sweden and India only. That limitation has been tried to 

balance out through netnography who have a more global approach. But yet through coding 

possible interconnections has been established within the data  collected through these two 

processes and findings might been succeeded enough to illustrate these two cultures’ approach 

towards streaming.  

8. Conclusion 

In this thesis, the study has focused on what the particular form of technical resistance 

reveals about technology non-use and the social construction of contemporary music consumption 

practice by showing voluntary resistance towards digital music streaming technologies and 

expressing an affinity for vinyl music culture.The thesis has also tried to interpret the ongoing 

tension between digital and analog experiences.  

To understand this active resistance and its connection with growing consumption of vinyl 

music qualitative analysis has been employed on ten semi structured interviews among music 

enthusiasts who are devoted to vinyl music, as this research method provides with an interpretive 

approach which gives better closure on human behaviour. A theoretical framework,combination 

of Theory of Practice,Theory of Materiality and Theory of Affect has been applied to the three 

broad categories of findings that are generated through data analysis to interpret the complex 

nature of non-use regarding practice around materialized and dematerialized music technologies. 

The analysis suggests that the debates around the anticipated differences between analog and 

digital sound media have little to do with actual music or sound of music. Rather other instances 

come across as central are: 1.listening vinyl is an inherited practice from family, 2.attraction for 

the material beauty of vinyl player and the outlier image comes with the practice, 3.the pride 
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possession of ownership that comes along with the record collection, 4. nostalgia about tangible 

materiality related to vinyl records and material activity, 5. less privacy and control over personal 

information,6.no ownership over collection and 7. easy access and portability. 

The first four instances are the findings behind the affinity for vinyl music culture and last 

three are the reasons for active resistance towards streaming music technologies what suggests 

that the non-users who show active resistance towards streaming are concerned about privacy and 

prefer the idea of such a practice that includes specific material activity. It also implies that the 

term non-use does not actually mean vacancy or lack of intellectuality. Instead,non-use is 

considered and productive where individuals are allowed to follow a practice according to their 

material agency.  

             Even though the instances of findings indicate a correlation between increased 

consumption of vinyl music and technical resistance towards streaming technology, but it is a 

complex hypothesis to justify as there are consumers of streaming music who also love to collect 

vinyl records. Rather this sudden increase in consumption of vinyl music can be addressed with 

post-digital affinity, where users create a hybridity of old and new media and switch between 

technologies according to their agency (Cramer , 2013 , p: 25). So it is possible that the diversity 

provided by streaming technology to experience a different genre of music inspiring individuals 

to take a new consumer practice which is resulting in growth of  vinyl music. 

 At the same time the thesis has also discussed the effect of non-use on digital music 

technology advancement. After analyzing the statements of the consumers of both(streaming & 

vinyl) technology this thesis makes a closure that streaming and vinyl  these two technology are 

not compatible to make a comparison as their motto towards music is different. Vinyl is an old 
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media that is praised for authenticity, beauty, and material activity related to it. But streaming is 

praised  because it provides the listener with diversity and makes music affordable and 

convenient.So they will affect each other in a supportive manner,as both of the technologies have 

their own places and necessities in social and consumer practice. 

As this thesis has been done in a small context due to time limitation, but a future research 

can be done on non-use of streaming music in a broader context.Hence some research 

recommendations are suggested here for further development of this topic.  

In the current thesis, no focus group has been studied, but in future research  focus group 

can be studied in aspect of age and gender. The qualitative analysis only conducted among ten 

participants from Sweden and India, in future research the number of participants can be 

increased along with number of countries they are from to get a more global view on non-use and 

streaming music technology.  

In this same thesis, research has looked  into the reasons why non-users are voluntarily 

choosing to not use streaming music and if the the growth in consumption of vinyl music is a 

consequence of voluntary non-use..In further research the research question can also focus on 

how this non-use is helping to shape new music consumption practices. 
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